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Smartz How-To install an Alpine SWD1600 into a Standard smart HU

How to Install an Alpine SWD 1600 Sub into a smart fortwo

Using the Standard Head Unit

Introduction

This guide should point you in the right direction to install an Alpine SWD1600
Subwoofer into your smart fortwo. The Subwoofer is designed to be used in the
cabin, and in the fortwo, you have two choices of where to put it. Behind the
Seats, or under the Passenger Seat, the Latter choice will have the sub
overhang the underseat void, and will protrude into the footwell. This is not
noticeable, but something to think about. In this guide, I decided to put under
the passenger seat, however have provided enough slack in the ISO Tap Loom, to
accommodate both sites. The Sub will be provided with an audio signal from the
speaker Level inputs, as the Grundig CD HU does not provide Sub Pre-Outs. The
SWD 1600 has the option to feed both Input Impedances and Levels.

This install can be carried out with the minimum of knowledge of ICE systems,
and electrical installations. You will require having access to some basic hand
tools, A pair of electrical pliers, electrical tape, small screwdriver and patience
!!!

The SWD 2000 can also be used in the smart fortwo, but will require to be
placed in the rear luggage area, using up about half the space provided. This
guide covers the same installation requirements, except the loom will need to be
about 0.5 m longer for the extra distance to the rear luggage area.

This install does not claim to make the Standard smart grundig HU into an ICE
Super-system. It does however make a huge difference to the sound, and depth
of tracks played over it. I know some purists will get all upset that I used
scotchlok connectors … but hey, you can use better if you want …
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Parts Required

Alpine SWD 1600 Powered Sub - www.icebuyer.com
ISO Extender - www.nexxia.com
Scotchlok Connectors - www.maplin.co.uk
HD Velcro Pads - B and Q Warehouse
Fixings / Spiral wrap etc

Preparation

With the ISO Extender, Locate the following Colours, and connect a scotchlok to
a speaker cable as listed :

Fig 1 – ISO Extension Cable

ISO Extender Colour Tapped Cable Use

White / Black Speaker L - Left Speaker –
White Speaker L + Left Speaker +
Grey / Black Speaker R - Right Speaker –
Grey Speaker R + Right Speaker +
Yellow Power Remote Sub Remote Control

If you meter out the supplied cables, you will get an open, due to the
components added to the cables to provide the impedance for the Speaker level
input. The supplied cables, were trimmed to connect to the scotchlok connectors.
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Here is the Schematic from the Alpine Manual, which may make it a bit clearer

This indicates to tap at the Speaker end, But in this install guide, I used the HU
end, purely because it was easier. I can see no difference in the location of the
tap point due to impedance or loss issues …
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Fig 2 – ISO Loom Tapped with Scotchlok Connectors and Spiral wrap for Speaker Wire

Run Cables

Cables from the Battery, Positive and Negative need to be run to the Sub,
preferably separate to the Audio Signal route, to lower the risk of pickup.

Power cables from the battery run from the Foot well, to the Passenger Seat.
DO NOT CONNECT UP THE BATTERY SIDE OF THIS CONNECTION YET.

Fig 3 – Battery Connections

Remove the drawer

Push gently from the sides, and pull … just be gentle, Smart charge for a
replacement !!
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Head Unit Removal – THIS REQUIRES THE POWER TO BE CUT TO YOUR HU.
PLEASE ENSURE YOU HAVE THE RADIO CODE FOR YOUR HU BEFORE
COMMENCING WITH THIS.

Remove the HU using the HU Removal Tool, which came with your Car. These are
available from all good in-car Hi-fi Shops if you do not have one.

Fig 4 – Grundig Head Unit Removed from Dash

Pass the ISO Extender Loom that you built previously, up behind the HU, and
pull through the HU Hole.

Remove the ISO Connector from the back of the radio, and put the ISO
Extender in-line. Check that it mates firmly. Remember that the ISO Connectors
that come out of the radio are not joined together .. The connector with the
PINK Cable, is the Bottom one ….

Now, replace the HU into the Dash, and power-up, enter the security code and
check for normal operation. Entering the Code is Easy… if yours is 1234, the
Screen should have a prompt of 1 - - - -, if you press the preset number (1) it
should now show 1 1 - - -, so press number (2) twice etc, till it shows 1 1 2 3 4
then press the Button with the Smart Icon next to it … voila, reactivated HU.
Obviously, you will not have 1234, but you should get the idea, without having to
find your manual … you will need your radio code card though !!!

Check that the HU works, and that you have not disturbed the standard wiring
loom.

Wire up

Turn HU off

Run the RCA Cables from the foot well to the Passenger seat. I brought the
cables up through the Seat base carpet cut-outs, Power the Gear change side,
and audio up the Door side. Cables were run at the extremes of the carpet too,
for isolation. I added Electrical tape to the wires where they made contact with
the metal seat bases, to prevent vibration rubbing of the insulation.
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Connect the Power connector and the two RCA connections from the ISO loom,
into the Sub.

Fig 5 – Sub Woofer Connections and Velcro Pads

Now wire up the Battery Terminals to the Battery. Be careful whist you are
doing this part. Exploding batteries can ruin your day. I used a spare terminal as
indicated previously for the Negative earth line, and the battery terminal as the
other. Be careful with the battery end, as loosening the bolt, will allow the
terminal to come off, then you will have to re-enter your code again !!!

Attach the Velcro Hook Pads to the bottom of the Sub Woofer, and place in the
desired position. As detailed on Page one, this could be either under the
passenger seat base, or behind the seat.

Fig 6 – Sub Woofer in-place under the passenger seat base

Oh, I think we’ve finished …. I now tidied up the loose cables with cable ties,
and replaced the carpet properly. The cables in the battery compartment were
also secured so the polystyrene mould will not foul them when removed or
replaced. I also tightened the battery while I was in there, as it appears the
Smart centre couldn’t be bothered to … Don’t you just love their attention to
detail !!!
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Turn On

Turn on the HU, and set the Loud on, Centre all other controls. Then Switch on
the ignition, and wait, as the sub takes a few seconds to initialise. Then fiddle !!
DO NOT try to do this by yourself, by driving down the road and adjusting the
settings …. You will end up in a hedge …

Set Sub as per the Instruction Manual, and test. Use various tracks to configure
the phase, Gain and Low Pass Filter setting.

I pulled the sub out a bit whilst setting it up with a few tracks. Use different
types of music, as they will have a slightly different setting.

You should now have a working Sub install using the standard smart Grundig HU.

Gratuitous shot of the I-move Dash, showing Standard HU and Ipod Cradle. If
you want to buy a cradle from smart, remember all it does is charge the unit.
No control of the Ipod is possible from this… and you can’t see what the track
playing is clearly … without taking your eyes off the road.

Disclaimer : This PDF is for guidance, and makes no guarantees  or warranty on
any work carried out by following this guide.

This Copyright of this document is held by LucidiA
Networks, and cannot be copied or distributed without
permission. The Information held within this document
is given in good faith, may be used for a non-
commercial purpose only.  Sorry to get all legal, but I
am not paying for fixing your smart, if you decide to
break it …


